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Deflating the Case for Zero Inflation* 

S. Rao Aiyagari 
Research Officer 
Research Department 
Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis 

Early in the last decade, the annual U.S. inflation  rate 
plunged from  extremely high, double-digit levels to an 
apparently more acceptable level, around 5 percent. 
That's where it's hovered ever since, to the great relief 
of  many. Lately, though, some people have begun to see 
even 5 percent as quite high. Just last year, in fact,  the 
U.S. Congress began to consider legislation instructing 
the Federal Reserve to lower the inflation  rate to zero in 
the next five  years.1 

Would eliminating inflation  be a reasonable policy 
to adopt? Some say, yes: Moving the inflation  rate from 
5 percent to zero would likely have some temporary 
costs, as the rate of  change in the general price level 
gradually slowed and the economy adjusted; but in the 
long run, the policy's benefits  would outweigh its costs. 
Others say, no: The move's costs could easily outweigh 
its benefits.  This conclusion comes primarily from  a 
consideration of  policy options besides zero inflation 
that could produce most of  its benefits  with fewer  costs. 

I side with the naysayers. My review of  the available 
relevant economic theory and evidence demonstrates 
that the case for  a shift  to the proposed policy of  zero 
inflation  is, at best, weak. 
An Economic Measure of Welfare 
Before  I explain that in detail, let me explain how 
economists measure the costs and benefits  of  moving to 
zero inflation—or  any other policy option. 

In general, our goal when analyzing a governmental 
policy is to try to determine the policy's overall effect  on 

the welfare  of  society as a whole. We think of  society's 
welfare  in quite a natural way—as the satisfaction,  or 
happiness, of  its individual members. But how do you 
measure the satisfaction  of  even one person, much less 
that of  millions? Economists think of  individual satisfac-
tion as resulting from  time spent in leisure activities and 
from  the consumption of  goods and services. Therefore, 
for  us, a natural measure of  a person's satisfaction  is the 
income required to support whatever amounts of  leisure 
and consumption the person is enjoying. What we're 
interested in when analyzing a policy change is how it 
would change this income measure of  satisfaction.  We 
try to judge that effect  for  an individual, then magnify 
the measure and express the resulting likely change in 
total individual satisfaction  as a percentage of  total 
income in the economy. That is, we determine and 
measure the total welfare  effects  of  a proposed govern-
mental policy—its likely costs and benefits—and  trans-
late them into percentages of  the gross national product 
(GNP). 

Policies that are meant to change inflation  are rather 
difficult  to analyze. A proper analysis of  such a policy 
would start with a formal  theoretical model that simul-
taneously captures all the ways changes in an economy's 

*This is a a revised and expanded version of  the author's unpublished paper, "The Costs of  Reaching Zero Inflation,"  co-authored with David K. Backus. 
'The bill was H.J. Res. 409, introduced by Representative Stephen L. Neal of  North Carolina (101st Cong., 1st sess., September 25, 1989). See also U.S. Congress 1990. 
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money supply—and thus its general price level—affect 
the welfare  of  the economy's participants. However, 
money and inflation  influence  the welfare  of  people in 
many complex ways, so economists haven't developed 
that type of  comprehensive model yet. All we've done 
so far  is identify  a few  of  its essential features.  Changes 
in each of  these features  due to policy-induced changes 
in inflation  are what we have studied and tried to 
measure and translate into a percentage of  GNP. These 
changes can be thought of  as the policy's welfare  costs 
and benefits. 
A Critical Cost/Benefit Analysis 
Studies of  the welfare  effects  of  the proposed zero 
inflation  policy suggest that, from  a narrow perspective, 
its benefits  would outweigh its costs. But a broader 
view, one that takes other policy options into account, 
concludes just the opposite. 
The  Benefits  of  Zero  Inflation?... 
The benefits  of  a zero inflation  policy have been 
identified  as coming from  three separate sources (the 
features  of  the hypothetical money model mentioned 
above): a reduction in the costs of  making transactions, 
a reduction in the capital income tax, and a reduction in 
uncertainty. Studies have estimated the sizes of  most of 
these benefits,  and supporters of  zero inflation  seem to 
consider their total fairly  large. I disagree. When the 
analysis expands to include alternative policy options, 
the first  two of  the three estimated benefits  clearly are 
too high. The third seems to be mistakenly classified  as 
a benefit;  that classification  is not supported by eco-
nomic theory and evidence. After  my analysis, there-
fore,  the total benefits  of  a zero inflation  policy shrink to 
practically nothing—and may, in fact,  be negative. 
• Reducing  Transaction  Costs 
An often-mentioned  benefit  of  eliminating inflation  is a 
reduction in the efforts  people would make to decrease 
the amount of  cash they hold available for  spending. 
I think this transaction  cost benefit  would actually be 
very small. 

The idea here is that inflation  encourages the waste 
of  resources each time people convert interest-earning 
assets into money, so eliminating inflation  would save 
those resources for  productive uses. Resources are 
wasted with inflation  because it raises market interest 
rates, and people naturally want to earn as much 
interest as they can. They can't earn much with some 
forms  of  money used in transactions: currency and 
demand deposits.2 So, with inflation  raising market 
interest rates, people try to decrease their balances of 

currency and demand deposits and increase their assets 
that earn market rates of  interest. When people want to 
spend, this involves some costly juggling—frequent 
trips to the bank or the cash machine, for  example, to 
get cash or move funds  between accounts. (These costs 
are also known as shoe-leather  costs.) Lowering infla-
tion to zero is expected to reduce these costs by 
lowering market interest rates and so people's incentive 
to juggle funds  between accounts. 

Studies have come up with several quantitative 
estimates of  the welfare  benefit  from  reducing transac-
tion costs. These estimates vary in size across studies 
and across the definitions  of  money used to calculate 
the benefit.  One study (Fischer 1981a) says that a ten 
percentage point reduction in inflation  would produce a 
transaction cost benefit  of  about 0.30 percent of  GNP if 
the monetary base (currency plus financial  institution 
reserves) is used in the calculation. For the same 
inflation  reduction, but using the Fed's slightly broader 
definition  of  money, Ml (currency plus checkable 
deposits plus travelers checks), another study (Lucas 
1981) puts the transaction cost benefit  higher, at about 
0.45 percent of  GNP. Yet another study (Cooley and 
Hansen 1989) gets lower estimates for  this inflation 
reduction: 0.08 percent of  GNP for  the base and 0.30 
percent of  GNP for  Ml. 

Based on these studies, eliminating inflation  as the 
proposed policy suggests could reasonably be expected 
to produce at least a small transaction cost benefit. 
Inflation  has been roughly 5 percent lately, so lowering 
inflation  to zero would mean reducing it about five 
percentage points, half  the amount the studies assumed. 
If  we halve the studies' lowest and highest estimated 
benefits,  we get a reasonable range for  the proposed 
policy's transaction cost benefit:  from  0.04 percent to 
0.22 percent of  GNP.3 

However, this benefit  would likely be even smaller 
than the lower end of  that range. For these numbers do 
not take into account several significant  factors. 

2 In the United States today, most of  the demand deposits that earn no interest are held by large businesses. These businesses are not allowed to hold interest-bearing checking accounts. 
3One more-recent study (Imrohoroglu 1989) argues that the estimates of the older studies (Fischer 1981a and Lucas 1981) may be too low. This study uses a model in which money smooths consumption when income fluctuates randomly and those fluctuations  cannot be insured against. The model estimates the welfare  benefit  of  a ten percentage point inflation  reduction as about 1 percent of  GNP. However, in this model, money is the only asset available to smooth consumption. If  the model included other assets, its estimate of  the welfare benefit  would be much smaller. In the United States, after  all, currency is only about 4.5 percent of  total liquid assets (according to December 1987 data). 
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One is alternative policy options to eliminating infla-
tion. If  the benefits  of  reducing transaction costs are 
desired, most of  them can be achieved in simpler, more 
direct ways than manipulating the inflation  rate. Some 
obvious ways are to just allow more forms  of  money 
that are used in transactions to earn market rates of 
interest. If  that were done, less effort  would be neces-
sary to decrease the balances of  forms  that don't. 
Specifically,  all demand deposits that are now not 
allowed to earn market rates of  interest could be 
deregulated. At the same time, policymakers could pay 
interest on reserves held by financial  institutions as 
backing for  those and other deposits. This sort of 
deregulation could be done with all forms  of  money 
except perhaps the most basic: currency in the hands of 
the public.4 

If  these policy changes were made, the remaining 
transaction cost benefit  possible from  a zero inflation 
policy wouldn't be much. Circulating currency is a very 
small part of  the total amount of  money used in 
transactions: In 1989, it was only about a quarter of  M1. 
For that small amount, reducing transaction costs by 
eliminating inflation  would likely result in a welfare 
benefit  toward the lower end of  the estimated range: 
0.04 percent of  GNP, or less. 

Even that calculation is likely too big, though, be-
cause it mistakenly assumes something about the way 
taxes would be affected  if  inflation  were eliminated. 

Taxes are affected  by a zero inflation  policy because 
inflation  itself  is a type of  tax. Inflation  occurs when the 
government increases the amount of  money in the 
economy, so that more dollars are chasing the available 
goods and services. The government increases inflation 
essentially by printing more money and spending it. 
Officially,  the government could issue more Treasury 
bills, increase its debt; but actually, when the Fed buys 
the T-bills, the government is simply borrowing from 
itself—effectively  printing more money to spend. This 
extra money and spending in the economy transfers 
resources from  the public to the government; it's a way 
to raise government revenue, a form  of  taxation. If  in-
flation  were eliminated, therefore,  the government 
would likely replace it with another revenue-raising 
tax. 

The estimated benefit  from  transaction cost reduc-
tions implicitly assumes that the replacement tax would 
not itself  reduce welfare,  and that's highly unlikely. The 
only taxes that don't reduce welfare,  by distorting the 
economic decisions people would have made other-
wise, are lump-sum, or head, taxes. These are fixed 
amounts paid by groups of  people selected for  some 

characteristic irrelevant to their economic behavior 
(something other than income or wealth, for  example). 
Lump-sum taxes are simply not used in the United 
States or most other countries because they are viewed 
as inequitable, or unrelated to individuals' ability to pay. 
Therefore,  the only tax available to replace inflation  is 
one that distorts economic behavior and so reduces 
welfare.  The estimated benefit  from  transaction cost 
reductions thus must be reduced further  by some 
unknown amount.5 

Whatever remains of  the studies' estimated benefit 
could disappear—or even turn negative—when one last 
factor  is taken into account: the fact  that most U.S. 
currency is not held by law-abiding U.S. residents. 

This perhaps surprising fact  affects  the studies' 
estimates in two ways. One is directly. The estimates 
implicitly assume that more or less all U.S. currency is 
held by adult U.S. residents; these are the people they 
assume would benefit  from  inflation's  elimination. 
According to a Federal Reserve study, however, adult 
U.S. residents instead hold only about 12-14 percent of 
it (Avery et al. 1987).6 Thus, the estimates of  a 
transaction cost benefit  from  a zero inflation  policy 
must be reduced accordingly. 

But these estimates must also be reduced because of 
an indirect welfare  effect,  one that comes from  infla-
tion's effect  on those who do hold most of  the U.S. 
currency. For the Fed study also implies that over 80 
percent of  it is held by people who are residents of  other 
countries and people who are engaged in illegal activi-
ties (in the underground  economy). These are people for 
whom U.S. policymakers may not want to eliminate the 
inflation  tax. 

If  the inflation  tax were eliminated, resources would 
implicitly be transferred  from  U.S. citizens, who don't 

4Policymakers could go even further  and remove the prohibition against financial  institutions issuing small-denomination bearer notes. This might effectively  take the government out of  the business of  providing currency. (See Wallace 1983 for  a theory of  the demand for  fiat  money based on such legal restrictions.) The merits, or lack thereof,  of  such an extreme policy do not necessarily have any bearing on the merits of  the other policy options. Another extreme policy—paying interest on bank reserves while increasing reserve requirements to 100 percent—would effectively  turn banks into money warehouses (Friedman 1960). However, such a proposal may be ignoring an essential liquidity-creating role of  banks (Diamond and Dybvig 1983). 
5In the United States, the amount of  revenue raised by the inflation  tax is actually quite small: currently, it is about 0.3 percent of  GNP. Therefore,  if  the inflation  rate were brought down to zero, replacing the lost revenue by other taxes should be fairly  easy. One study (Fischer 1981a) suggests that, with the inflation  rate at 9 percent, there is a clear welfare  benefit  to reducing that rate to zero and replacing the lost inflation  tax revenue by taxing wage income. 
6This proportion has apparently remained fairly  stable. It matches, roughly, the proportions found  by studies in 1944 and 1974. 
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use U.S. currency much, to citizens of  other countries, who do. This clearly implies some welfare  loss to U.S. citizens. 
More will be lost, too, because of  the drop in the inflation  tax on the activities of  people in the under-ground economy, who also use currency a lot. These activities have harmful  side effects  on people in the legitimate economy (aboveground).  Illegal activities generally in some way reduce the happiness, or satis-faction,  or economic welfare  of  individuals who obey the laws. Prostitution and drug-dealing, for  example, may profit  the people involved, but at the least, they lower the property values of  others in the neighborhood. (Economists call these harmful  side effects  negative externalities.)  Eliminating inflation  may also encourage cash transactions designed to evade taxes. So policy-makers likely would be concerned about these activities but almost surely unable to tax them in any way other than inflation.  After  all, by definition,  illegal activities escape explicit forms  of  taxation. Thus, eliminating inflation  would reduce total economic welfare  by eliminating a beneficial  tax.7 Taking account of  this missed effect  of  zero inflation  would likely reduce the remaining transaction cost benefit  quite a bit. The remaining benefit  was, at most, only 0.04 percent of GNP. Much of  a reduction in a benefit  of  that size would drop it below zero—or turn it into a cost. 

• Reducing  the Capital  Income Tax Another often-mentioned  benefit  of  eliminating infla-tion is a reduction in the capital income tax. I think that, if  other ways to reduce the capital income tax are considered, estimates of  this benefit,  like those for  the transaction cost benefit,  are much too high. In fact,  the benefit  that zero inflation  could provide through the tax system drops to zero. Eliminating inflation  reduces the capital income tax because inflation  effectively  increases this tax. Inflation raises market prices, in particular, what businesses have to pay to replace wornout capital stock, but the federal tax code doesn't take that into account. When calculat-ing the tax on their income, businesses are allowed to subtract the depreciation of  their capital stock, but they must value it at historical rather than current market prices. With inflation,  therefore,  the capital income tax must be figured  on a larger amount than it would be otherwise, and the effective  tax rate is higher. Without inflation,  there is no distinction between historical and current prices, so the effective  tax rate on capital in-come is lower. 
Studies have estimated quite large welfare  benefits 

from  this sort of  tax reduction. A theoretical model suggests, for  a start, that a five  percentage point change in inflation  is equivalent, roughly, to a ten percentage point change in the effective  tax rate on real corporate profits  (Kydland and Prescott 1980). Studies of  actual changes in U.S. inflation  and taxes generally agree with that rough estimate (Feldstein and Summers 1979, Feldstein and Poterba 1980). The theoretical model also estimates that such changes in inflation  and the effective  capital income tax rate would, in the long run, increase the capital stock about 20 percent and total production about 5 percent (Kydland and Prescott 1980). 
That wouldn't be the size of  the welfare  benefit,  of course. To determine the effect  on individual welfare, the production increase must be translated into a welfare  measure. A quantitative study has provided something to go on (Lucas 1990). It says that adopting the optimal policy for  an economy (eliminating the capital income tax and replacing it with a wage tax)8 

would, in the long run, increase the capital stock about 33 percent and personal consumption of  goods and services between 4 percent and 7 percent. In the long run, the study suggests, the optimal policy would produce an overall welfare  benefit  of  between 5.5 

7 In fact,  the correct inflation  tax rate to be levied on the underground economy may well be higher than that implied by the current inflation  rate of around 5 percent. Some quick calculations will suggest this. Suppose, for  simplicity, that the amount of  currency held by the underground economy is a constant proportion k of  GUP (by which I mean gross underground  product).  If  GUP is some fraction x times GNP and the currency held in the underground economy is some fraction  y times the total currency held, then k = (y/x)  (total currency/GNP) = 0.04(J/JC), according to 1989 data. If  the money growth rate is 7 percent (which implies an inflation  rate of  5 percent after  2 percent is subtracted for  real GNP growth), then the effective  tax rate on GUP is given by £(0.07/1.07) = (0.04) X (0.07)y/( 1 .07*) = 0.00260>/JC). Two studies provide some estimates of  x (the size of  GUP relative to GNP) and y (the proportion of  all outstanding currency that is held underground). They say x is probably not less than 10 percent (Gutmann 1977, Feige 1979) and}' is about 6 percent (Avery et al. 1987). The effective  income tax rate on the underground economy is, then, 0.156 percent. That is, a 5 percent inflation  rate is equivalent to a 0.156 percent income tax rate on activities in the underground economy. Even if  x were as low as 2 percent and y as high as 20 percent, the effective  income tax rate on the underground economy works out to only 2.6 percent. That's obviously far  below the income tax rate faced  by those aboveground. This suggests that a 5 percent inflation  rate is likely to imply too low, rather than too high, a tax rate. Eliminating inflation  may therefore  turn a transaction cost welfare  gain into a loss. In this context, the idea of  deregulating interest rates on all demand deposits and paying interest on reserves is even more attractive. For doing these things would lower the cost of  the inflation  tax on the aboveground economy without lowering it on the underground economy. 
8For a theoretical argument that the optimal long-run tax rate on capital income is zero, see Chamley 1985, 1986. The optimal  long-run  tax rate  is the appropriate tax rate to be levied in the very distant future. 
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percent and 7 percent of  consumption.9 But the change 
to this policy would also have some short-run costs; to 
increase the capital stock, consumption would have to 
be temporarily decreased and saving temporarily in-
creased. Therefore,  the total welfare  benefit  from  this 
policy would be smaller. According to this study, for 
example, subtracting short-run costs may shrink a long-
run benefit  of  6.7 percent of  consumption to 0.4-0.7 
percent—a smaller, but still significant  benefit. 

That, again, would be the result of  an optimal policy 
change. Using it and the other studies as a guide, 
though, we can estimate the likely capital income tax 
benefit  of  the proposed zero inflation  policy change. 
This change, again, would mean reducing the inflation 
rate five  percentage points, which the studies say would 
reduce the capital income tax rate about ten percentage 
points. If  the effective  rate is assumed to start out at 36 
percent, then based on the studies, this welfare  benefit 
should be about 0.10-0.20 percent of  consumption.10 
Since personal consumption is about 60 percent of 
GNP, the overall benefit  from  this source can be 
estimated at about 0.06-0.12 percent of  GNP. 

Still, none of  this benefit  should be attributed to the 
zero inflation  policy: all of  it could be achieved in other, 
more direct ways. 

The simplest way to get a welfare  benefit  from  a 
reduction in the capital income tax is, obviously, to just 
lower that tax. Indexing depreciation allowances to 
inflation  would lower the tax rate and produce the same 
welfare  benefit  without any potential costs that might 
come from  reducing inflation. 

A slightly more complicated change might work 
better than that. Some have argued that depreciation 
allowances shouldn't be indexed to inflation  (Judd 
1989). They say that a zero tax rate on capital income is 
optimal, but only on average. In an economy with 
uncertainty, the optimal policy is to vary the capital 
income tax rate with government spending.11 That hap-
pens naturally when the tax is not indexed to inflation 
(since inflation  tends to vary with government spend-
ing), but it wouldn't happen with indexing. This objec-
tion doesn't eliminate indexing as an option, however. 
It just suggests that depreciation allowances might be 
better indexed to expected inflation  (or some long-run 
average rate of  inflation)  instead of  to the actual 
inflation  rate. If  this were done, then the actual tax rate 
could still vary with actual inflation,  as is thought to be 
optimal. 

A more difficult,  but still simple way to get a welfare 
benefit  from  a reduction in the capital income tax 
would be to index the whole federal  tax code to infla-

tion. This massive change would likely be difficult  to 
enact, but it would surely wipe out all inflation's  effects 
on tax rates, which seems to be desirable. And like the 
other, easier policy options, such a change would 
produce at least the same tax benefits  as would the 
proposed zero inflation  policy, without any of  its costs. 

These options obviously leave no capital income tax 
benefits  left  to attribute to zero inflation. 
• Reducing  Uncertainty 
Perhaps the most often-mentioned  benefit  of  eliminat-
ing inflation  is through a reduction in uncertainty about 
why prices of  goods and services are changing—is it 
due to a real change in the economy (which changes the 
prices of  some goods relative to those of  others, or 
relative  prices) or merely to a change in the money 
supply (which changes all prices, the general price level, 
inflation)?  (See, for  example, Friedman 1977 and U.S. 
Congress 1990.) Studies have not yet managed to 
quantify  this uncertainty benefit,  but that's appropriate: 
according to the available evidence, it may not be much 
of  a benefit. 

The benefit  is thought to come from  letting the price 
system operate properly. In a market economy, changes 
in prices of  particular goods and services are supposed 
to signal to market participants when the demand for  or 
supply of  those goods and services has changed. If  that 
can happen, then the economy's available resources 
will flow  where society wants them, to produce the 
goods and services wanted in the amounts wanted. 
Inflation  disrupts this system, making the price signals 
hard to read. Especially when inflation  is high and 
variable, people see changes in prices for  particular 
goods and services, but they don't know what's causing 
them—a general inflation  due to money changes or real 
changes in what consumers want or what producers can 
supply. As a result, economic decision-making is 
harder, and the decisions made are not likely to be those 
that would have been made otherwise. Sometimes, 
output will change in response to changes in the money 
supply even though real demand and supply conditions 
have not changed. With inflation  high and variable, that 
is, the economy's available resources are likely to be 
misallocated. Eliminating inflation  is thought to elimi-

9These numbers are based on a particular, but reasonable specification  of the parameters for  the economy. 
10 According to Lucas' (1990) calculation for  the United States, total taxes attributable to capital income were about 36 percent of  total capital income in 1985. 
11 The models of  Chamley (1985, 1986) and Lucas (1990) have no uncertainty. 
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nate the misperceptions and let only changes in real 
demand and supply conditions direct the allocation of 
resources, as people want. 

Despite the popularity of  this argument, economic 
studies do not strongly support it as a source of  any 
potential benefit  from  a zero inflation  policy. 

True, some economic theory does support this idea. 
One theoretical study (Lucas 1972) has shown that 
changes in the money supply can change economic 
decisions. In a model with some relevant elements-
changes in money (and thus inflation),  real changes (in 
demand and supply forces),  uncertainty, and imperfect 
information—this  study finds  a positive correlation 
between inflation  and output. This suggests that move-
ments in output and in relative prices of  goods and 
services can be caused by money expansion and not just 
by real demand and supply forces.  The changes in 
money involved here, though, must be unexpected. In 
this model, expected money changes do not make 
relative prices more variable or change output. 

Two empirical studies also find  some relationship 
between changes in inflation  and relative prices. One 
(Vining and Elwertowski 1976) finds  a simple positive 
relationship between these changes. The other study 
(Parks 1978) finds  just what theory predicts: a strong 
positive relationship between unexpected changes in 
the inflation  rate and changes in relative prices, but not 
between changes in the general inflation  rate (the trend 
rate) and in relative prices. 

However, other studies looking for  evidence for  this 
theory don't find  it. One (Fischer 198 lb) looks at data 
for  the U.S. economy during 1956-80. It finds  that what 
was primarily responsible for  the relationship between 
inflation  and relative prices in this period was not 
money changes but real supply shocks,  large surprise 
movements in food  and energy prices in the 1970s. 
Another study (Hercowitz 1982) agrees. It looks at U.S. 
data for  a slightly different  period, 1948-76. Taking the 
effects  of  the real supply shocks into account, it con-
cludes that changes in money (inflation)—expected  or 
unexpected—did not significantly  affect  changes in 
relative prices. 

Studies that could provide some indirect evidence for 
this theory don't—or, at best, they find  only weak 
evidence. Two (Barro 1977, 1978) support the theory: 
they find  a strong relationship between unexpected 
changes in money and changes in output and unemploy-
ment. One study (Barro and Hercowitz 1980) doesn't 
find  any such relationship, however. And another 
(Boschen and Grossman 1982) finds  just the opposite of 
what the theory predicts: no relationship between unex-

pected changes in money and changes in output, but a 
small relationship between actual changes. 

The theory is questionable in several other ways, as 
well. Little or no evidence exists for  the theory's 
prediction that unexpected movements in the price 
level are significantly  related to changes in output or 
employment (Sargent 1976, Fair 1979). Also, very hard 
to believe is the theory's suggestion that imperfect 
information  is an important link in the chain between 
money and output: The U.S. public are barraged daily 
with data on the money supply and other economic 
indicators. And finally,  a closer look at the data 
suggests a different  interpretation for  the relationship 
between money and output. The Fed's broader mea-
sures of  the money supply seem to be more closely 
correlated with output than are its narrower measures. 
The broader measures include large components (like 
liabilities of  banks and other financial  institutions) that 
are affected  by changes in general economic activity. 
This strongly suggests that any positive correlation 
between money and output noted by empirical studies is 
due to money responding to output rather than vice 
versa.12 

Even if  the theory were right, though, reducing the 
average rate of  inflation  to zero may not have any effect 
on welfare.  People who favor  the zero inflation  policy 
suggest that lowering inflation  on average would 
necessarily make inflation  less variable. Simple U.S. 
data support that idea. According to the data for  the 
1960s and the 1970s, the higher inflation  is on average, 
the more it varies. But these data may be misleading. A 
study of  them (Taylor 1981) finds  that the observed 
relationship between level and variability is due merely 
to monetary policy responses to supply shocks that had 
lifted  the inflation  rate. Government attempts to de-
crease fluctuations  in output increased fluctuations  in 
inflation.  Thus, intentionally reducing the average 
money growth rate (to reduce inflation's  level) wouldn't 
automatically reduce inflation's  variability. All of  this 
may be only marginally relevant for  economic welfare, 
anyway. What matters for  welfare  is not the variability 
of  inflation,  but the variability of  personal consumption 
of  goods and services, and that is already pretty low. 
Two studies (Fischer 1981b, Lucas 1985) say that, per 

12See Plosser 1989, Abstract, for  the view that "the empirical evidence for a monetary theory of  the [business] cycle is weak. Not only do variations in nominal money explain very little of  subsequent movements in real activity, but what explanatory power exists arises from  variations in endogenous com-ponents of  money." See also Barro 1989 for  a short, useful  summary of  the empirical deficiencies  of  the theory as well as many pertinent references. 
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person, consumption in the United States doesn't vary 
much. Thus, reducing the variability of  consumption 
won't improve welfare  much. 
... Small  or  Negative 
This analysis of  the zero inflation  policy has more or less eliminated the potential benefits  from  reducing uncertainty and reducing the capital income tax. All that's left  as a potential benefit  of  zero inflation  is that from  reducing transaction costs. As we have seen, that benefit—and  so total benefits  from  this policy—would likely be very small: much less than 0.04 percent of GNP, the low end of  the transaction cost estimate, and possibly less than zero. 
The  Costs of  Zero  Inflation?... With economic welfare  benefits  so small, the zero inflation  policy couldn't reasonably be considered advisable unless its costs were, at most, insignificant. That's not likely. 
• Sticky  Money  Contracts Economists have identified  one way that policies intended to reduce inflation  would also reduce output and increase unemployment: through rigidity in con-tracts specified  in money amounts (money contracts). These effects  are usually presumed to also reduce society's welfare,  or have a cost.13 

The general idea is that decisions to enter into money contracts are made with an expectation of  continued inflation,  and these decisions likely would not have been made as they were without that expectation. Reducing inflation  thus will likely reduce economic welfare,  at least temporarily—as long as people are stuck with their binding agreements. When inflation drops, money's purchasing power, or real value, rises, but the money amounts in the contracts do not change to fully  compensate people for  the price level change. They would if  these amounts were fully  indexed to price level changes. Otherwise, though, the unexpected changes in real values will necessarily change people's behavior and so economic welfare  until the contracts run out and new ones can be negotiated. These general costs apply to any money contracts that are not fully  indexed to inflation,  but economists have extensively studied only one type: the labor contract. The welfare  costs that an inflation-reducing policy would produce through labor contracts parallel the general description above. What sticks with labor contracts are money wages. These wages are agreed on with an expectation about inflation  on both sides of  the 

contract: the employers and the workers. If  inflation were to drop unexpectedly, money wages wouldn't change, but real wages would increase. That would mean employers would effectively  be paying more than they expected to for  labor (as well as anything else under contract). They would respond by cutting back production and laying off  workers or simply not hiring some they would have otherwise. This disruption in economic activity would affect  overall economic wel-fare,  at least temporarily. The economy's total produc-tion would decrease, unemployment would increase, and individuals' consumption—and, presumably, their satisfaction—would  decrease. These effects  would con-tinue until the labor contracts expired and new money wages could be negotiated, taking the new expected inflation  rate into account.14 
• The  Importance  of  Being Credible Estimating the size of  this cost of  a zero inflation  policy is difficult  because economists disagree on how best to analyze it. They do seem to agree, though, that the cost will be much smaller if  the policy is taken seriously by the public. 

The starting point for  these analyses is the inverse relationship between changes in money wages (infla-tion) and the unemployment rate. This relationship was noted in 195 8 by economist A. W. Phillips and was later named the Phillips  curve. Economists quickly inter-preted this relationship as a trade-off  that policymakers could exploit: for  each percentage point they managed to decrease the inflation  rate, they had to accept an increase in unemployment, which means a decrease in output. The size of  the output decrease became known as the sacrifice  ratio. The likely size of  this ratio—and thus the estimated welfare  cost of  any inflation  policy—seems to vary with 

13 This presumption is by no means well established. 14The inflation-reducing  effects  on another type of  money contract have only recently begun to be studied by economists: those on the loan contract. No quantitative estimates of  these effects  are available, but their analysis is quite similar to that for  wage contracts. In general, the idea here is that unexpectedly reducing inflation  could lead to costly defaults  and bankruptcies of  debtors who have long-term, nominally denominated, unindexed loans outstanding. Like wage contracts, loan contracts may have been entered into with the expectation that the current monetary expansion would continue. An unexpected change in monetary policy to lower the inflation  rate would increase the real value of  the existing debt burden. Therefore,  the net worth of  potential borrowers and entrepreneurs could be adversely affected.  This could decrease or eliminate new loans to them and thereby reduce profitable  investments that might otherwise have been made. (See Fisher 1933 and Bernanke and Gertler 1989.) As with wage contracts, though, the loan contract effects  would only be temporary. New loan contracts would be tailored to reflect  the new, lower inflation  rate. 
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the views economists have about the way the public see 
inflation  policy in general. 

One view—that of  Keynesian  economists—seems to 
be that inflation  policy is never credible. This is an 
interpretation based on the way Keynesians treat 
expectations. When these economists analyze inflation 
policy, they seem to implicitly assume that the inflation 
rate people expect when they make wage contracts is 
unrelated to the actual inflation  rate, or, especially, to 
monetary policy. In Keynesian models, expectations 
are independent of  these things. This assumption could 
be seen as an assumption that people are stupid or 
irrational—they ignore obviously relevant things when 
forming  expectations about inflation—but  this is hard 
to believe. If  that were true, for  example, why would so 
much media attention be focused  on what the Fed is 
doing now and what it's likely to do next? A more 
reasonable way to interpret the Keynesian assumption 
is that people simply don't believe what the government 
says about its current or future  inflation  policy, so they 
form  expectations independent of  that. 

Economists with this view estimate the cost of 
eliminating inflation  as quite large. Two studies (Okun 
1978, Fischer 1984) put the sacrifice  ratio, on average, 
at 10 percent of  a year's GNP. A more recent study 
(Blinder 1989) puts it somewhat lower, at 6 percent of  a 
year's GNP. An average of  the two most recent studies' 
estimates thus puts the ratio at 8 percent of  a year's 
GNP. With a sacrifice  ratio that large, the lost output 
from  the proposed five-year  zero inflation  policy is 
huge: 40 percent of  a year's GNP, or about 2 trillion 
current dollars. 

Not all economists think inflation  policy always is 
incredible, however. Some—rational  expectations t con-
omists—take the view that this type of  policy could be 
credible or not and which it is will determine the 
policy's cost. When these economists analyze inflation 
policy, they explicitly assume that policy credibility is 
reflected  in people's expectations for  inflation;  that is, 
expectations take into account people's evaluations of 
inflation  experience and the course of  monetary policy, 
and those evaluations are correct. 

Under this view, the cost of  reducing inflation  could 
be the same as that which the Keynesians expect. If  the 
public do not believe the government's policy announce-
ments, then the sacrifice  ratio for  reductions in inflation 
will be large. 

This view allows for  the possibility of  a much smaller 
cost, though. If  the public are convinced that the 
government is really shifting  to an announced new 
lower-inflation  policy and will stick to it, then the 

sacrifice  ratio could be close to zero. People who 
believe the government will quickly reduce their expec-
tations of  inflation  and, as old labor contracts expire, 
lower their wage demands. As a result, output will not 
be affected  much by the inflation  reduction. An abrupt, 
surprise change in policy could cost some output. But a 
gradual, credible reduction in inflation  could cost very 
little. At the start of  such a policy, some output could be 
lost due to confusion  about whether the observed slow 
money growth rates are planned or accidental. Still, 
those losses would soon stop, and the total output lost 
would be much smaller than the Keynesian estimates. 

The economic literature includes many studies sup-
porting the rational expectations view of  this cost. 
Several are worthy of  special note. Two related studies 
(Taylor 1980, 1983) show theoretically that if  policy is 
credible, inflation  can be lowered quickly with no cost 
in output. The model in these studies has rational 
expectations and staggered (overlapping) wage con-
tracts, and as contracts expire and new ones are nego-
tiated, their wage increases are reduced. In a version of 
the model with three-year contracts, for  example, 
inflation  can be lowered seven percentage points in four 
years with no loss in output.15 

A striking historical study (Sargent 1982) shows 
more or less the same thing. This study examines the 
economic experience in four  European countries 
(Austria, Germany, Hungary, and Poland) in the period 
between the two world wars. During this time, the 
governments in these countries ran enormous budget 
deficits,  which led to enormous inflations,  known as 
hyperinflations.  In each country, the government adopt-
ed a highly credible inflation-reduction  policy, consist-
ing of  binding international agreements as well as fiscal 
and monetary reforms.  Then, in each country, the price 
level that had been rising very rapidly stabilized 
abruptly with relatively little cost in output. 
. .. Probably  Significant 
Despite the possibilities provided by the rational expec-
tations view, the total cost of  the zero inflation  policy is 
not likely to be insignificant.  As we have seen, for  the 
cost to be very small, the policy has to be credible. 
Policy credibility requires coordination between mone-
tary and fiscal  authorities—something that hasn't been 
seen lately in the United States. 

The need for  this coordination is well established in 
the literature. We saw it, for  example, in the interwar 

15 However, according to this model, a faster  decrease in the inflation  rate is only possible at some cost in terms of  output. 
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hyperinflation  study (Sargent 1982). It is demonstrated 
theoretically in another prominent study (Sargent and 
Wallace 1981). This study shows that the Fed simply 
can't keep to a tight money (low or zero money growth) 
policy if  the fiscal  authorities continue to run large 
budget deficits.  Budget policy determines how much 
money the government is spending and where it's get-
ting money to spend, through taxing or borrowing. If  the 
fiscal  authorities insist on deficit  spending despite an 
attempted zero inflation  policy, the Fed's policy will be 
in trouble. As we have seen, more government debt—if 
bought by the Fed—means more money in the economy 
and more inflation.  But if  both the public and the Fed 
were to refuse  to buy the extra government debt, the 
government would be insolvent. The Fed will thus have 
little choice but to give in. The public, therefore,  are not 
likely to take the Fed's commitment to a zero inflation 
policy seriously if  Congress and the administration 
don't at the same time get the federal  budget under 
control. 

How likely is that? Anyone paying even occasional 
attention to the media knows that the federal  govern-
ment has shown few  signs of  getting its budget under 
control. This has likely given the public quite large, 
persistent doubts about the Fed's ability to stick to a 
zero inflation  policy (regardless of  its good intentions). 
Such large doubts mean that the costs of  the proposed 
zero inflation  policy could also be large. 
Conclusion 
This cost/benefit  analysis has essentially deflated  the case for  the proposed policy of  achieving zero inflation in five  years: on balance, the policy does not appear to be advisable. Zero inflation  would have both costs and benefits,  but the costs likely would not be small, and the benefits  likely would be; they might even be negative. That judgment comes from  a consideration of  other, more direct policies than the one proposed. Specifically, instead of  trying to manipulate the inflation  rate, U.S. policymakers should seriously consider allowing all demand deposits to earn market interest rates, paying interest on reserves held by financial  institutions as backing for  these and other deposits, lowering the federal  tax rate on capital income, and indexing the federal  tax code to inflation.  These changes could achieve most of  the desired benefits  of  zero inflation without the possibly significant  costs. 
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